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Abstract
Droplets generated by talking and coughing play a major role in the spreading of COVID-19.
Thus, there is a need for accurate measurements of the physical properties of exhaled droplets
just at the exit of the mouth, including their number and velocity. Several challenges are associated with imaging coughed droplets. First, large variation of droplet size will translate to
a large range of signal intensity when detected. Second, high droplet speed near the mouth
requires both, short exposure time to freeze droplet motion and kHz recording rate to resolve
their displacement. Finally, as a highly non-symmetrical spray system is formed from a cough,
three-dimensional visualization is necessary to faithfully capture coughing events. Here, a 3D,
high-speed imaging technique is presented that facilitates such challenging measurements. A
laser beam with a rectangular cross-section (15 mm thick – 120 mm high) is formed and illuminates the imaged droplets exiting the mouth of a coughing person. The 3D droplet speed
has been extracted over several coughs in order to draw statistical results where the maximum
speed for a single cough has been estimated to vary between 12 and 36 m/s.
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Introduction
Different measures have been taken all around the world with the same goal: to reduce the
spread of COVID-19. Examples of such measures are, social distancing and face covering.
Multiple recent studies connect the disease transmission between humans, to droplets generated by talking, coughing and sneezing [1]. Nevertheless, some disagreement remains concerning the largest distance over which coughed droplets can spread the virus. Some studies
show that this distance is larger than 6 m [2, 3], while others mention that the maximum spreading distance is about 1-2 m [4]. Analyzing, in detail, the transport and evaporation mechanisms
of droplets ejected during coughing and talking is therefore extremely important for understanding host-to-host virus transmission and the spreading of viral diseases. The transport of
the exhaled droplets in the environment depends on a large number of parameters such as
the size and three-dimensional velocity as well as the motion of the surrounding air (such as
ventilation). In order to determine precisely these different parameters, it is necessary to rely
on experimental evidences.
Measurements applied for characterizing coughs usually rely on imaging techniques that give
information of the air flow-field shape and propagation. In order to visualize this field during
the cough phase, high-speed photography is commonly used [5, 6] since it has a high enough
temporal resolution. Visualization can be made either by shadowgraph techniques, or with
the use of tracers, such as smoke that tags the flow and can be captured by one or more highspeed cameras. Another approach is to use Schlieren [7, 8, 9]. This technique takes advantage
of the generally higher temperature of the air flow generated when coughing compared to that
of the ambient air and then the generated images depict the variation of the refractive index
during the coughing phase. Finally, the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique has been
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implemented on coughs [8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The technique usually apply illumination of the
mentioned tracer particles with a laser plane generated by a pulsed laser. The light scattered
by the tracers is then captured by a camera synchronized to two laser pulses and from the
images the tracer particle displacement can be estimated. Here, only the reconstruction of
the particle velocity field in the laser plane is possible. With PIV, parameters such as the flow
propagation, front velocity or spreading angle can be extracted. In the literature, this spreading
angle for coughing varies between 23° and 36° [5, 6, 8, 12] and the droplet maximum speed
varies between 3.2 and 28.8 m/s [5, 6, 8, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14]. Recently Simha et al. [4] found a
maximum speed of around 6 m/s near the mouth exit and a decrease of 0.2 m/s 2.5 m away
from the mouth. They also proposed a universal exponentially decaying distance–speed trend
to obtain the airflow speed at large distances.
To understand how virions that are encapsulated in droplets are transported from host-to-host
it is necessary to implement imaging techniques that provide temporally resolved information
of the velocity of the droplets. In this work, we propose a technique that makes use of two
high-speed cameras to detect the scattered light from droplets crossing a laser sheet. With this
stereoscopic arrangement, the 3D position and velocity of the droplets are obtained using a
3D Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) approach. The next section describes the experimental
setup followed by information of how the 3D PTV works. Then, the found droplet counting and
velocities are shown and discussed finalized by the conclusions of this work.
Experimental setup
To detect and estimate the velocity of coughed droplets, this work used two high-speed cameras
and two continuous wave lasers. The two laser beams were combined using a dichroic mirror
and then formed into a laser sheet with a size of 15 mm x 120 mm as illustrated in Figure 1a and
b. Then, a person positioned around 20 mm above the sheet, coughed droplets downward that
scatters the laser light into the cameras when crossing the sheet. The use of two lasers enabled
the detection of smaller droplets. Laser power outputs were 4 W and 5 W with wavelengths of
450 nm and 532 nm respectively. The scattered light was collected by two Phantom VEO
710L high-speed cameras from LaVision Research, running at 15 000 frames per second. The
exposure time was set to 50 µs that allowed for each cough event to be resolved temporally,
while optimizing the detected light signal. Each recording lasted around 2 seconds which was
sufficient to capture two or three successive coughs. To be able to detect even smaller drops
the cameras were set at an angle of 54◦ to the laser direction, see Figure 1b. By using this
setup, instead of an orthogonal angle of 90◦ , the imaged intensity is more than 20 times larger.
This angle, together with the usage of two lasers, resulted in detection of droplets as small
as 8 µm. Finally, to get the 3D positions of detected droplets, the cameras have been set up
in a stereoscopic configuration. The methods for extracting the 3D positions and also droplet
velocities are explained in the next section.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the experimental setup. (a) is from the side and (b) is from the bottom. In (c) and (d) an
example of recorded images is shown for camera C1 and C2 respectively. Here, the detected droplets in the light
sheet are represented as red dots.

Extraction of droplet 3D velocity
The velocity of coughed droplets is obtained through a post-processing scheme divided into
three steps:
1. Finding the droplet coordinates in the images of each camera,
2. 3D triangulate the droplet positions with a camera calibration
3. Use 3D Particle Tracking Velocimetry (3D-PTV) to extract droplet tracks together with
droplet velocities.
Figure 2 presents an example of post-processing results.
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Figure 2. Example of post-processing results. Panel (a) and (b) show the final 3D tracks at a single time and from
two different angles. The general cough direction is indicated by the red arrows as the positive Y-axis. Panels (c)
and (d) show accumulated particle tracks for the first half of time in a single cough. One can see how the particles
are not just traveling in the cough direction but also spreading.

First the droplet coordinates in the images should be estimated. From the raw images, the
average background intensity is subtracted, pixels that include corrupting reflection of laser
light are masked and finally a global intensity threshold is applied to detect and isolate the
imaged droplets. All pixels with a value above 30 counts in the 12 bit images are defined as
droplets. After the threshold, the found image areas are defined as droplets. To get the droplet
coordinates in the images, the weighted average of the pixel intensities and pixel coordinates
in the collected areas are used.
Having obtained droplet image coordinates from the cameras, it is possible to perform the
second step and triangulate the 3D position of each particle. In order to achieve this, a camera
calibration is required. In this work, the calibration scheme suggested by Machicoane et al.
[15] has been used. This scheme, in contrast to the classical pinhole camera matrix approach,
estimates a correspondence between each pixel and a 3D line describing the light ray that, after
the imaging lenses, will be found at the pixel location in the sensor. Here, different distortions
that the image system inhabit can be taken into account without explicitly modeling them. To
estimate these lines, a known pattern (here a checkerboard pattern with 19x10 intersections) is
put on a rail. The world coordinate system is here defined so that only the third dimension Z is
changed while the X and Y are kept constant for the pattern. Then, images are recorded while
moving the pattern to known locations on the rail. We used 16 different steps from Z=0 to Z=15
mm. Since the pattern is known, we can for each location find multiple (in our case 190) pointcorrespondences between camera coordinates and world coordinates for the pattern. With
these correspondences, the coefficients for a 2D polynomial transform can be estimated that
goes from the camera (x, y) coordinates to the world (X, Y). By making this transform of an
order 2 or higher, imaging distortions are taken into account. This transform can now be used
to get world (X, Y) coordinates for each pixel in each Z-location. Meaning, that each pixel has
multiple 3D world points (in out case 16) where all points should be on the 3D line of the light ray
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that is imaged by this pixel. Finally, the 3D line is estimated by a total least squares algorithm for
each pixel. The drawback of this scheme is the requirement to use a rail or in some other way
know the coordinates and orientation of all patterns compared to the classical pinhole method
[16] where only a single pattern at arbitrary orientation is required. This scheme is, however,
as mentioned more versatile when it comes to taking lens distortions into account.
The next processing step is to use this calibration to estimate droplet 3D coordinates. Since
all droplet image coordinates for each camera are now connected to a 3D line, we know that
the 3D droplet should be found somewhere on or close to this line. The lines are then cross
compared for all droplets found in camera one and two and for one combination of a line from
the first and second camera there is a single position where the lines are closest to one another.
At this position, the distance between the lines is the matching error. The two particles with the
smallest error are found as an attempted match. Then, only if the matching error is below a
threshold (0.5 mm is used in this work) the 3D coordinates of the droplet is estimated as the
center between the points on the lines that are the closest together. This process is repeated
until the matching error exceeds the threshold.
Finally, with known 3D coordinates of droplets, it is possible to extract velocities by tracking
the droplets between frames. The 3D-PTV tracking algorithm used here is similar to the one
suggested by Clark et al. [17] that have an approach based on an algorithm called the Four
Frame best estimate [18]. This algorithm tries for each track and point in time to use an estimate
of its current velocity and acceleration to extrapolate where the particle should end up in future
frames. This information is used to choose the most likely particle to continue the track. In
addition, Clark et al. suggests to recursively try all possible next particles (within predefined
bounds) to find the optimal track. The same approach is used in this work where the longest
final track is returned in each recursive step to find the optimal track. With the tracks, the
differences between coordinates in two consecutive frames is used to estimate the particle
velocity.

No. found particle tracks

Results and discussion

Coughing event
Figure 3. Bars showing the number of tracked particles for each cough event.

The data that has been analyzed in this work is from 13 different coughs produced by a single
healthy person. The detected droplets expelled during each cough have been triangulated in
3D and then tracked following the scheme presented in the previous section. Our main results
are the found speed quantities of the tracked droplets with an additional counting of how many
droplets were found. Here, the speed is calculated with the Euclidian norm of the velocity vector
as,
p
s = ∆X2 + ∆Y2 + ∆Z2 /∆t
(1)
where the ∆ represent the difference in droplet coordinate values between two consecutive
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frames and the ∆t is the time between the frames.
The number of tracked droplets for each cough are shown in Figure 3. As observed, this number
varies greatly between different coughs. The reason for this is probably a combination of how
coughs naturally produce different number of droplets (depending on the saliva production,
coughing strength etc.) together with changes in how the cough was aimed relative to the laser
sheet. The second reason is connected to that the participant was given some mobility in order
to cough in the most natural way possible during the experiments. This resulted in slightly
different direction of the coughs that can give a significant difference in detected droplets since
the laser sheet is so thin. This is one of the main trade offs with this experimental setup. It is
both desired to have a large laser sheet to detect droplets in a large volume and a high laser
power concentration to be able to detect small droplets.
We first consider the cough with the most tracked droplets (cough number 4 in Figure 3) with
results shown in Figure 4. A histogram of the estimated speeds are shown in panel (a) where
mainly speeds below 18 m/s are found with a maximum speed of 24 m/s. Figure 4b represents
the speed field profile in the XY plane of this cough. To produce the plot, all speeds found
at coordinates inside each of the XY boxes are averaged to get a value. The white boxes
represent areas with no tracked particles. One can from this map see the main jet of the cough
with higher speeds compared to the surrounding slower droplets. Figure 4c shows the speed
over time. Here, the time was divided into different bins with a width of 6 ms, The average and
standard deviation of all speeds within each bin gives the center and error bar on the blue line.
One can notice how the average speed decreases from 10 to 2 m/s in the first 50 ms showing
that the fastest droplets in this cough are ejected within this time frame.
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Figure 4. Resulting speeds for a single cough with around 1200 tracked droplets. (a) shows a histogram of all
tracked droplet speeds in this cough. (b) shows the droplet speed profile in the XY plane and (c) shows how the
droplet velocity is changing over time and how much it is varying within each time bin.

In addition to analyzing a single cough, it is possible to analyze statistics for all coughs which
is presented in Figure 5. In panel (a), a histogram of all tracked droplet speeds is shown where
the average speed is found to be 5.4 m/s and the maximum speed is around 31 m/s. If instead
one looks at the maximum speed for individual coughs (panel (c)) it varies between 9 and 31
m/s where only cough event 2 has max speed below 15 m/s and event 8, 9 and 12 above 28
m/s. Coughing event 2 also has very few found tracks which might be connected to the low
maximum speed. One should note here that there are few examples of the largest speeds and
these particular tracks might have been found in error by the algorithm. The false positive rate
of found tracks should be analyzed in the future to correct for these possibly false tracks. In (b)
of the same figure, the XY speed profile is shown. One can notice a possible jet center in this
profile where the speed is decreasing with larger distance from this center. Though, compared
to the single cough profile, it is harder to find an obvious center of the coughed jet and this
can be connected to the mentioned changes in coughing direction between the coughs. A
solution in the future would be to align all coughs to have their respective jets in the same
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location and with the same direction before merging for improved statistics. As mentioned one
important property of the coughed droplet is to estimate their deceleration over distance and
time. This together with the maximum velocity will then enable the estimation of how far droplets
can travel before touching the ground and in extension how far virions can travel by coughed
droplets. From the result in Figure 5b a deceleration can possibly be observed within the 120
mm distance in the Y dimension that is measured. However, to quantify this deceleration the
improvements mentioned above should be implemented and more data should be analyzed for
different persons to get statistically rigorous results.
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Figure 5. Resulting speeds for all tracks in all 13 coughs. The panels are similar to Figure 4 with speed histogram
in panel (a), XY speed profile in (b). In panel (c) is the maximum tracked droplet speed for each coughing event
(same as Figure 3).

Conclusions
In this work, the 3D speed of coughed droplets has been investigated. The work is based
on experiments with stereo high-speed imaging of scattered laser light from droplets. The
average speed of the droplets was found to be 5.4 m/s with maximum speeds for coughs varying
between 9 and 31 m/s. The experimental data obtained using this technique can in the future
be used to analyze coughs from different persons and compare similarities and differences
between how different people cough. In addition, one can simulate droplet trajectories further
away from the mouth with the use of measured velocities from these results. Here, an objective
is to obtain a general law of trajectories of the droplets expelled during the coughing phase. To
derive and verify this law, the coughed droplets can also be recorded at greater distances from
the mouth than those studied here. This research will give important information to determine
the social safety distances that should be put in place in order to limit the spread of disease by
coughed droplets.
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